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Abstract: This study analyzes supply chain sustainability governance mechanisms, and their
characterization, typology, adoption and relationship with the overall level of sustainability in the
supply chain, and with the adopting firm’s competitive strategy. It is a case-based study conducted in
the Spanish retail sector. A representative set of mechanisms is identified, and both their theoretical
background and their degree of practical adoption is established. These mechanisms are then
characterized in terms of several traits regarding either the mechanisms themselves or the way they
are adopted both by the focal company (internal view) and by its suppliers (external view) in each of the
cases. Results suggest that mechanisms might be classified into either ‘enablers’, which increasingly
constitute a prerequisite for achieving acceptable levels of sustainability, and ‘differentiators’, which
can potentially confer sustainable strategic advantages. Actually, achieving these advantages, however,
seems contingent on the additional attainment of a comprehensive ‘depth’ in the implementation of an
integrated set of mechanisms of both types, both internally within the focal company and throughout
the whole supply chain, as measured by the traits proposed in the study. Furthermore, the concept
of ‘circular improvement models’ for sustainable supply chains, akin to Total Quality Management
models, is proposed by the authors. The resulting model encompassing enabling and differentiating
governance mechanisms could guide the self-evaluation and improvement plans of companies aiming
to improve their supply chains sustainability; further guidance on ‘deep adoption’ comprehensive
strategies and on the potential for self-reinforcing continuous improvement in sustainability beyond
a certain threshold are provided by the study’s conclusions.
Keywords: sustainability; retail; supply chain; sustainability governance mechanists; retail sustainability

1. Introduction
The competitiveness of a company reflects its ability to overcome in the long term its current
and future competitors within a certain industry’s environment. A company must know how to
constantly generate ‘sustainable value’ through a certain strategy that allows it to achieve its long-term
objectives [1]. Porter [2] established that the company’s strategy represents the activities of the
organization that fit and create added value. For other authors, such as Barney and Hesterly [3],
strategy is the way to create competitive advantages, maintained over time. The emphasis on the
long term is very significant, since sustainability implies continuity, thus achieving a ‘sustainable’
competitive advantage requires being able to apply certain long-term policies that lead to outperforming
the competition. For some authors, such as Starik and Rands (1995) [4], sustainability is related to
the ability of one or more organizations, either individually or collectively, to survive and reach
long-term leadership positions. In Shrivastava’s [5] opinion, sustainability could be considered from
an environmental angle; it is related to the management of Total Quality, with a specific environmental
focus. Sustainability could be defined as the ability to run businesses that achieve long-term objectives
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of economic, environmental and social improvement [6–9]. For Lozano [10], the sustainability of an
organization can be defined as those activities that proactively contribute to a sustainable balance,
encompassing economic, environmental and social aspects.
Since, conceptually, sustainability derives from the very broad concept of sustainable development,
it has sometimes been considered as a parallel construction to corporate social responsibility [11].
According to these authors, the development of sustainability practices stems from the pressure exerted
from different sides, from government norms and social pressure as well as from the development
of new competitive advantages through the application of business practices that are considered
sustainability generators. Some of these practices could be considered to be superficial and do
not necessarily imply real conviction about their effectiveness by the companies that apply them.
Several authors consider that some organizations are still not very receptive to ‘sustainability’ practices
that rest on company’s voluntariness, if they are not legally enforced [7]. Therefore, their practices
would essentially be an adaptation of legal norms or recommendations, aimed at being recognized as
‘politically correct’ in the environment in which they carry out their business, rather than the result of a
real conviction that these practices lead to a clear improvement in the company’s competitiveness. In the
opinion of the authors of this paper, sustainability could lead to important competitive advantages,
but only when it goes beyond mere compliance to current laws and legal norms, since this, being
commonplace, does not generate differentiation.
Over the last two decades, driven by the raised awareness of environmental, social and economic
issues, the concept of sustainability has reached a high level of dissemination and interest within
organizations, and this has been transferred to their supply chains [12]. Having aroused great interest
in recent years, both among academics and executives, research on the impact of sustainability in
supply chains has become a top priority [13]. Since it was introduced in the early eighties of the last
century, the concept of a supply chain has been used to describe the planning, control of materials
and information flows between companies that collaborate in the processes that enables the delivery
of goods and services promised to customers [14]. As Chopra and Meindl [15] indicate, the supply
chain is conceived of as the group of entities involved in the fulfillment of an agreed commitment
to a customer, both in goods and services. Within this definition, it is necessary to emphasize that
more than one entity is involved in the process of deciding and executing the promise to the customer,
managing resources, information and processes without being entirely under the total control of a
single organization. However, there is usually a company that leads the supply chain, which we
will refer to as the ‘focal company’. Sustainability and supply chains are two concepts that have
created many research studies and debates in the last twenty years [16]. The increasing adoption of
sustainability practices in the supply chain highlights their interdependence [17]. Researchers have
studied issues such as the impact and implications of sustainability in the different organizational
processes [13], and their consequences in supply chain management (SCM). Over time, research in
SCM has been expanded and focused on issues such as supply chain risk management [18], the analysis
of certain behavioral indicators [7], relations established within the supply chain [19], integration
between supply chain members [20], conflicts within the network that forms the supply chain [19],
and the governance of the supply chain [21].
According to Seuring and Müller [16], sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) could
be defined as “the management of material, information and capital flows, as well as cooperation
among companies, along the supply chain while taking goals from all three dimensions of sustainable
development (economic, environmental and social) into account which are derived from customer and
stakeholder’s requirements”. On the other hand, Carter and Rogers [6] define SSCM as “the strategic,
transparent integration and achievement of an organization’s social, environmental and economic
goals in the systematic coordination of key inter-organizational business processes for improving the
long term economic performance of the individual company and its supply chain”. In the definitions
of SSCM, the management of internal and external relations is deemed a top priority. The proper
management of these relationships leads to the creation of value, the increase in efficiency and, as a
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whole, the improvement of a supply chain’s global result; all of this takes place in a ‘sustainable’ way.
Authors such as Ahi and Searcy [22] argue that SSCM is essentially a logical and natural extension of the
traditional SCM vision, expanding it to other issues that are key in the company strategy; they identify
seven aspects that should be included in order for a supply chain to be considered sustainable (economic,
environmental, social, voluntariness, long-term vision, resilience and involving stakeholders).
Consequently, a certain level of sustainability could be achieved over time by placing a stronger
focus on what is happening in the supply chain and visualizing the whole supply chain as a key
process that not only goes through the organization itself, but also extends to the rest of the supply
chain’s constituents. Authors such as Hassini et al. [7] have identified some aspects that are not yet
sufficiently studied within the SSCM, such as the need to deepen the ‘theoretical research’ to develop
principles or foundations that could take into account the particularities of the different supply chains.
The initial studies published on SSCM highlight the importance of collaborative relationships [23] and
the formalization of different sustainability governance mechanisms [24]. Given the relevance of this
topic, some research on SSCM [25] is starting to focus on the role played by the governance mechanisms
within the SSCM. Carter and Easton [26] suggest that a better understanding is needed regarding how
the tools or governance factors of the supply chain are affecting sustainability strategies, particularly
in matters related to contractual and non-contractual relationships. However, several aspects of the
SSCM are still poorly studied; for example, Kovács [27] insists on the need to examine environmental
and social responsibilities beyond the limits of the organizations themselves, emphasizing the need to
understand the implications of these practices throughout the whole supply chain, both upstream and
downstream, from suppliers to end consumers.
Although research has provided different frameworks of reference [23,28,29] to investigate the
relationship between the supply chains’ sustainability governance mechanisms and the results in
sustainability, there is only limited evidence on how the strategies and business models developed
to improve the sustainability of companies are effectively translated into practices aligned with the
organization’s strategy, as well as on their influence on the company results. Authors such as Carter
and Easton [26], Petschow [30], Husted and Sousa-Filho [31] and Du Plessis et al. [32] suggest that
a better understanding of how the governance mechanisms of supply chain sustainability affect the
SCS’s own strategies is needed.
This mixture of perceived importance and relevance, combined with limited evidence, especially
of the type that companies could effectively use while setting their course for the deployment of effective
supply chain sustainability governance mechanisms, particularly in the retail sector, constitutes the
backdrop for the design of this study. It led its authors to consider that an in-depth, case-based
analysis of how the leading companies in the dynamic and innovative Spanish food retail sector
were actually applying these mechanisms would reveal novel, valuable, actionable insights. Thus,
a decision was taken to harvest the theoretical underpinnings developed in the recent research streams
and combine them into an applicable model that could then be benchmarked against the actual
practices being implemented by these leading companies. Within the general objective of improving
our understanding of the overall workings of the SC sustainability governance mechanisms, more
specific aims included: (i) shedding light on whether companies actually developed sustainability
governance mechanisms within their supply chains; (ii) characterizing the types of mechanisms being
developed, as well as their implementation; and (iii) tentatively exploring eventual causal relationships
between the implementation of such mechanisms and the integrated sustainability level achieved by
those organizations.
2. Supply Chain Governance Mechanisms
Governance is considered to be the structure that ensures that decisions are made along the lines
determined by the organization’s corporate strategy, in order to increase or maintain the value of the
company in the long term [33]. Authors such as Pilbeam et al. [21] highlight the clear opportunity
for academics to carry out studies to clarify the relationship between the governance mechanisms for
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supply chain sustainability and their results. Based on Giménez and Sierra [34], it could be emphasized
that the mechanisms that make up a sustainable supply chain encompass the practices, initiatives and
processes used by the focal company (the company that acts as the supply chain leader) to manage
its relationships both between its internal processes and with the other supply chain members and
stakeholders, in order to implement its sustainability strategy throughout the whole chain.
The published studies basically highlight three dimensions of governance mechanisms in supply
chains: collaboration, formalization, and direct or indirect mechanisms. Thus, some authors [35]
consider that companies can implement their sustainability strategies either by means of their power
in the market, through non-collaborative relationships, or adopt a collaborative governance style that
bases decisions on a shared consensus with the other supply chain members. In a non-collaborative
environment, the focal company imposes its rules through the supplier contracts by using its negotiation
power, so that its decisions are merely conveyed to the other supply chain members in order to be
implemented, or applied within contractual, signed agreements.
According to Hingley [36], in the case of SSCM, evidence could be found, as confirmed by other
authors [34,37], suggesting that the governance of a sustainable supply chain is generally based
on mechanisms where mutual collaboration prevails among its members. Usually, this consensual
approach facilitates the implementation of sustainable practices, since it generates a higher interest
in result collaboration than when the practices are carried out only because they are imposed by the
focal company.
Formalization is another dimension suggested in the literature characterizing the mechanisms
of governance of supply chains that could be considered sustainable [21,24]. It can be defined as
a trait whereby the decision process is regulated by explicit rules and procedures recognized and
applied by the supply chain members. Formal mechanisms include: (i) control and reporting systems,
through which organizational structures can handle incentives; (ii) operational procedures established
along the supply chain; and (iii) procedures focused on the resolution of potential conflicts. Informal
mechanisms are characterized by being based on personal relationships, rather than formally instituted
organizational structures and procedures. These informal mechanisms are particularly contingent on
the culture within which the company manages its operations; they have, however, a high component
of instability that is related to the social environment and the specific people who work in a certain
organization. All this could lead to the identification of a typology of governance mechanisms,
distinguishing between those that we consider formal and those that could be considered as informal
coordination mechanisms.
Recently, some authors identified in their research [38,39] a group of mechanisms characterized by
being based on the comprehensive recollection of information in order to assess the environmental and
social supplier performance, and their compliance with codes of conduct previously established by the
focal company as sustainability standards [40,41]. These mechanisms have been termed in the literature
as ‘supplier assessment’. Other studies are focused on mechanisms such as communication, knowledge
sharing, training and support provided by the focal company to improve the capabilities of its suppliers
with respect to environmental, social and economic objectives; these mechanisms have been referred to
in the literature as ‘supplier collaboration’ [12,31,42]. Still another group of mechanisms adopted by
the focal companies has been identified by other authors [43]; they are based on collaboration with
other organizations, academia and government to share and implement practices that improve supply
chain sustainability; this group is referred to as a ‘multi-stakeholder initiative’ mechanism.
From this categorization, the mechanisms have been grouped into direct and indirect [34,39].
Direct mechanisms are those in which the focal company invests time and relevance resources in
the management of supplier relationships [44], while indirect mechanisms are based on third-party
standards and do not require the focal company to invest time and resources in directly managing
sustainability improvements by other supply chain members [45]. Authors such as Koberg and
Longoni [39] present the governance mechanisms as detailed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Governance mechanists. Source: based on Koberg and Longoni (2019).
Direct Mechanisms

Indirect Mechanisms

Supplier assessment. Codes of conduct and standards

Third party-specific certification
Third party multi-industry certifications
(e.g., ISO 14000 family)

Supplier collaboration (training, financial support)
Multi-stake holder initiative (e.g., roundtable for
Sustainable Palm Oil)

These authors conclude that, among the mechanisms that they call ‘direct’, the topics related
to ‘supplier assessment’ and ‘supplier collaboration’ have been subject to a more thorough study,
while those related to the ‘multi-stakeholder mechanisms’ mechanism have received less attention.
Some studies have proposed that the participation of the focal company in multi-stakeholder initiatives
could improve the collaboration issue and the adoption of higher level practices on environmental
and social areas [46]. Regarding indirect mechanisms, there is a remarkable level of agreement in the
literature in accepting that the mere fact of having standards does not lead, by itself, to a better level of
sustainability in a given supply chain. This is particularly applicable to voluntary standards (e.g., the
ISO 14000 family), which have sometimes been questioned [47] since some companies might try to
merely comply with certain formal norms, without internalizing in their own culture the strategic
relevance of sustainability.
3. Objective and Study Methodology
The state of the art review of supply chain governance mechanisms carried out in the previous
section enabled the authors to further develop the aims set out in the introduction, and consequently
to choose an appropriate methodology for achieving them. Within the abovementioned context
of perceived importance and relevance backed by limited usable evidence, and the overarching
objective of furthering existing knowledge on the role, functioning and implications of SC sustainability
governance mechanisms in retail, the following objectives were defined:
•

•

•

Establish the relationship between the published literature and the actual utilization of such
mechanisms by leading retailers. This entails nailing down the various published approaches
into a practicable list of mechanisms, whose utilization (or lack thereof) by each specific company
could be asserted, and actually evaluating their degree of adoption. Furthermore, it involves
investigating whether actual practice suggests the existence of additional mechanisms or variants
therefrom that have so far been insufficiently investigated.
Characterize the actual implementation of these mechanisms (at the mechanism/company
level). The literature review revealed a substantial gap involving the detailed analysis of
how companies actually implemented the mechanism they used. As is particularly relevant for
SC analysis, most published studies restrict this analysis to the focal company. Thus, a decision
was taken to characterize each mechanism used by each company through the ‘Internal vs.
External’ trait whether its implementation was supply-chain wide. Additional traits, such as
Collaborative/Non-Collaborative and Formal/Informal would allow the detailed characterization
of that implementation. Furthermore, mechanism-level traits, such as whether a given mechanism
is Direct or Indirect, would be established.
Tentatively explore the eventual causal relationships between the implementation of such
mechanisms and the integrated sustainability level achieved by those organizations, with particular
focus on their potential to create differentiation/competitive advantages.

Regarding the choice of an appropriate methodology for achieving these objectives, it is worth
noting the study carried out by Hassini et al. [7], where the authors reviewed the published literature on
supply chain sustainability, concluding that most of the published papers are mainly analytical models
related to topics such as facility location, scheduling, supplier selection and simulations. According
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to this study, among these papers, the case study was the second most frequently used method.
This contrasts somewhat with the slightly skeptical attitude to case studies as reliable research tools
found in other areas. Perhaps this might be attributable to the fact that sustainability is a relatively new
research field. Thus, researchers still need to broaden their understanding of the situations described
in real cases in order to deepen the knowledge of what is happening and comprehend better the
factors involved prior to proposing any theory, this is something that can be achieved through case
studies [48].
Thus, given the nature of the topics to be investigated, we decided to carry out a case-based study.
This is a method that, according to Eisenhardt [49], is suitable for issues that have to do with strategic
business management decisions. Yin [50] advises using a case study where the boundaries between
the context and the phenomenon to be observed are not evident.
As for the choice of the actual cases to be analyzed, as justified in the introduction, the authors
opted for an inductive, in-depth analysis of the four leading companies operating nation-wide in the
dynamic and innovative Spanish food retail sector. Table 2, below, summarizes the main characteristics
of companies included in the study, where the column ‘Products’ indicates the product range and
the columns ‘Type’ and ‘Legal Structure’ show the company’s legal structure and the business focus
(local/multinational). The last column represents the supply chain structure (local and/or international).
Table 2. Company characteristics. Source: authors’ elaboration.
Company

Products

Type

Legal Structure

Supply Chain

A
B
C
D

Food
Food/apparel
Food
Food/apparel

Local
Multinacional
Local
Local

Family owned
Large multinational
Local/public
Local/family owned

Local mainly
Local/intern.
Local mainly
Local/intern

All four companies belong to the top 10 overall retail (not merely food) Spanish ranking, and,
taken together, they account for over 40% of Spanish food retail. They are referred to in this article as
companies A, B, C and D.
One additional reason for choosing the Spanish food retail sector was the feasibility of the author’s
access to company executives if and where they were required to conduct interviews.
Information was recollected using secondary data and published documents, such as official
company reports, financial reports and conference information, etc. As detailed in the following
section, the initial aim of this analysis was to combine the theoretical frameworks developed in the
recent research streams with the in-depth analysis of the company’s practices, in order to distill a
workable list of mechanisms upon which to base this analysis.
On top of that, in-depth interviews with executives of companies A and D were performed in
order to check certain pre-conclusions, using semi-structured questionnaires that, having a defined
scheme, allowed the collection of relevant aspects.
The resulting mechanism list is presented in Section 4.2 (Case Study Analysis), mechanisms
I to VIII. For each of them, the relevant bibliographical references from which their theoretical
underpinnings were derived are listed there. Besides these mechanism-specific references, for the six
‘Direct’ mechanisms, references [34,39,44,46] also provide more generic foundations.
An additional aim of this analysis involves investigating the existence of additional mechanisms
or variants; mechanisms IX and X in Section 4.2 fall into this category.
The resulting list of 10 mechanisms was then benchmarked against the actual practices being
implemented by these four companies, and their implementation, characterized as described above.
Finally, eventual causal relationships with the overall sustainability level achieved were explored.
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4. Sustainability Governance Mechanisms in the Spanish Retail Sector
4.1. The Sector and Companies’ Backgrounds
Regarding the retail sector, the increase in both regulation and consumer requirements regarding
sustainability has exerted pressure on companies to work on the implementation of environmental
corporate strategies on the products and services they offer [51]. Jones et al. [52] define retailers as
the active intermediaries between the producers of primary materials, manufacturers and consumers,
which have a broad capacity to influence supply chain sustainability. Retailers could have a great
impact on sustainability, considering both their direct impact on their own operations [53,54] and the
implication on the overall supply chain activities from raw materials to industrial process and final
consumption [55]. However, the role that retailers must play in the governance of sustainability along
the supply chain shows ample opportunities for academic research, because they are not sufficiently
studied yet [56,57]. A study by Naidoo and Gasparatos [58] delved deeply into the identification of
the factors that should be considered in the implementation of corporate strategies for environmental
sustainability within the retail sector and tried to establish some measurement ratios.
Most of the published studies deal with the environmental impact of certain retailers and
their supply chains [59,60]; other studies have tried to study the environmental benefits of mitigation
strategies applied in the sector [61–63]. In general, these studies focused on the significant environmental
impact of the retail sector, rather than on an integral vision of its sustainability. Therefore, retailers
are continuously increasing the implementation of so-called Corporate Environmental Sustainability
(CES) strategies in order to increase their level of environmental sustainability, based on three
drivers: to improve their profitability, and to comply with environmental standards and stakeholder
pressure [58].
Regarding the analyzed companies, they are part of the top retail companies operating in Spain,
and among them account for over 40% of the Spanish food market. Their businesses are focused
on different ranges of products and services (food, household products, fashion and other domestic
services), and they are mainly focused on final consumers and family business (B2C); only a small
share of their businesses is dedicated to business to business (B2B).
Company A is one of the leading companies in Spain in the retail sector. It is a family company;
the vast majority of whose activities are in Spain. For years, it was focused on improving sustainability
practices and achieving the goal of managing a sustainable supply chain. Since its foundation,
company A has worked on internal improvements to subsequently extend these practices to a select
group of top-level suppliers (Tier–1). These suppliers deal with an extensive industrial network to
manufacture distribution-brand products exclusively for company A, under long term agreements
usually encompassing a five to ten-year timeframe. These suppliers diligently apply the sustainability
practices that the focal company develops and initially tests in its own processes, so that each of these
top suppliers of the supply chain tends to apply as ‘mirror policies’ those that have been applied
previously by the focal company.
Its management strategy is based on the continuous improvement of its supply chain process.
For instance, it avoids opportunistic negotiations with its key suppliers to achieve lower prices in
the short term that could jeopardize future improvements on price and/or quality. Company A bases
its price negotiation scheme on the long-term management pressure of suppliers’ efficiency. Some
years ago, it developed a plan to extend sustainability practices to suppliers of the raw materials
and basic supplies required for the manufacturing of products sold under its own ‘distributor brand’.
Thus, in its ‘sustainable supply chain’, it tries to integrate into an integral supply chain approach its
upstream suppliers, such as the farmers who produce meat or wheat as inputs to the sausage or cookie
manufacturers’ supply chains.
Company B is a multinational company based in another European country, which has developed
its activities in Spain since the middle of the twentieth century. It belongs to a multinational network
that operates in dozens of countries in food and apparel products for households. The company
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applies locally the practices that are developed by the headquarters on its home market. Their use
is mandatory. This company works on extending supply chain practices based on standardized and
common standards and procedures in all countries. These norms emanate from the general policy
(standards) elaborated at the headquarters. Its supply chain management strategy follows practices
that might be considered to be traditional, regarding supplier relationship and sustainability practices.
It complies with all the legal norms and tries to develop sustainability practices that can be considered
as such. However due to its global purchasing policy and supplier management policy, that is heavily
skewed towards lowering purchasing prices (probably without taking into account the total cost
of ownership), the company distributes in the Spanish market several consumer products, such as
dairy food, that are transported from remote sources. This does not contribute positively to the
overall environmental sustainability of company B’s supply chain. In addition, observed collaborative
practices with suppliers in their supply chain cannot be described as a reference for good practices, in
terms of a comprehensive vision of the supply chain. They generally tend to seek negotiations based
more on short-term agreements than on relationship building that could contribute to improving the
supply chain’s long-term competitiveness through supply chain process improvement.
Company C is a Spanish-based company, with only small business operations abroad, which is
solely focused on food products trading in their store network and with a high percentage of business
based on its own ‘distributor brand’ range. Its business is characterized by a reduced range of items,
sold mainly under their own distribution brand. The company’s business is based on a network of
small, mostly franchised, neighborhood stores, and Company C also manages the distribution and
delivery of food products sold by large online platforms, especially covering fresh products’ last mile
delivery. This company has a relationship model with its suppliers that looks very similar to company
B, based primarily on timely negotiation order by order, or for a short time period, always looking for
the lowest possible prices.
Company D is a large Spanish distribution company with a century of experience, and is very
oriented to the department store model, where consumers can find almost any good or service they
may need. It is characterized by a large range of goods and services, including food, textiles and
many others related to the customer home and leisure supplies. Its supply chain is organized in a
very traditional way and supplier relations follows a common traditional model, with periodic price
negotiations and without either agreements to improve the supply chain or a processes integration
vision. In recent years, due to the economic difficulties in the retail sector, the pressure on the cost/price
negotiation has increased.
4.2. Case Study Analysis
This study focuses on the supply chain sustainability governance mechanisms used by these
companies. As shown in Table 3, ten major mechanisms have been identified and characterized.
As described in the methodology section, most of these mechanisms (I–VIII) derive from the literature
review described in the ‘supply chain sustainability governance mechanisms’ section above; the
specifically applicable bibliographical references for each of them is listed within its description.
This initial group is complemented by others (IX–X) that stem from the study itself, through the
in-depth analysis carried out of the sustainability governance practices being applied. These additional
mechanisms may be sector-specific, or might even have been developed ad hoc by one of the companies
being reviewed. These mechanisms have been characterized trough the traits discussed in the literature
review, such as direct vs. indirect, formal vs. informal and collaborative vs. non-collaborative.
However, while the scope in most published studies is restricted to the focal company, this paper
provides two complementary views that the authors consider to be an additional contribution of this
research to the knowledge: (i) the focal company vision (the ‘Internal view’, denoted by an ‘Int’ in
Table 3) and the rest of the supply chain members’ view (Tier 1 suppliers, the ‘External view’, denoted
by an ‘Ext’).
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Table 3. Characterization of supply chain sustainability governance mechanisms in the case studies.
Source: own elaboration.
Mechanisms
I. Sustainability report (D)
II. Sustainable SC certification (ID)
III. Sustainability Committee (D)
IV. Supplier evaluation program (D)
V. Environmental certifications
(e.g., ISO 14001) (ID)
VI. Strategic SSCM plans (D)
VII. Local suppliers/sourcing (D)
VIII. Waste reduction program (D)
IX. Sustainability innovation
committee (D)
X. Long term supplier development
program (D)
Number of mechanisms found

Company A
Int
Ext

Int

Company B
Ext

Int

Company C
Ext

Company D
Int
Ext

F
F
F
F

F
F
F
F

C
C
C
C

F
F
F
F

F
−
–

NC
–
–
–

F
–
–
–

−
–
–
–

−
–
–
–

F
F
–
F

−
–
–
–

−
–
–
–

F

F

NC

F

F

NC

F

F

NC

F

F

NC

F
F
F

F
F
F

C
C
C

F
F
F

–
Inf
Inf

–
NC
NC

–
Inf
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
Inf
F

–
–
Inf

–
–
NC

F

F

C

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

F

F

C

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

10

10

10

8

4

4

3

1

1

6

2

2

Note: C: Collaborative/NC: Non-Collaborative; F: Formal/Inf: Informal; –: not applied or no data. Mechanisms:
D: Direct/ID: Indirect.

In order to illustrate how the various companies analyzed follow distinct sustainability governance
strategies, each mechanism will now be discussed in turn:
I. Sustainability report. (Bibliographical references that provide the theoretical background,
see Methodology: [21,24]) All of the companies analyzed here compile their Sustainability Reports and
publish them through various channels (Annual Reports, web). Therefore, this formal mechanism is
found in all four cases; however, its characterization reveals substantial differences in how they apply
it. Company A developed this mechanism both internally and throughout its supply chain, through
close cooperation between the focal company and its suppliers. Company B, meanwhile, also extends
this mechanism to its suppliers; however, it does not cooperate with them for its implementation.
Companies C and D apply this mechanism solely in the focal company, and do not promote its adoption
by their suppliers; if any of them submits Sustainability Reports, they do it of their own free will.
II. Sustainable SC certification [34,39,45,47]. Three out of the four focal companies resort to various
types of Sustainable SC certification schemes, such as Roundtable on Sustainable Oil (RSPO) on palm
oil, the International Sustainability Carbon (ISC) certification of circular and bio-based approaches
or SCS Certified Green Products (an indirect mechanism). Only company A, however, extended
this approach to its major suppliers as a ‘must have’; besides this, it cooperated with them in order
to simplify and streamline its implementation. Companies B and D have only applied it internally,
leaving it up to their suppliers whether to adopt it or not. No evidence was found of its application by
company C.
III. Sustainability committee [21,24]. Companies A and B created a ‘Sustainability committee’ in
charge of the planning and monitoring of sustainability improvement practices. In both companies,
it is a formal mechanism, but only in company A’s supply chain is it formally applied by the Tier 1
suppliers, with collaborative support from the focal company.
IV. Supplier evaluation program [38–41]. Companies A, B and D engage in systematic evaluation
of the performance of the sustainability practices of their Tier 1 suppliers. Only company A extends this
approach to their main suppliers, whereby they, with collaborative support from the focal company, in
turn systematically evaluate the sustainability practices of their own (Tier 2) suppliers. No data has
been found in company C suggesting the presence of an equivalent mechanism.
V. Environmental certifications [34,39,45,47]. This indirect mechanism relies on environmental
standards, such as the ISO 14001. Specialized ‘certification’ organizations, or ‘registrars’, can be
contracted to review a company’s Environmental Management System and eventually certify, or
‘register’, its compliance with the standard (self-declaration of conformance is also an option; however,
it carries less weight). All four companies have implemented this mechanism both in the focal company
and in their main suppliers, in a formal, non-cooperative way.
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VI. Strategic SSCM plans [12,31,42,43]. In companies A and B, a formally established steering
group strategically manages their SC sustainability improvement initiatives to ensure smooth progress
towards achieving an SSC. Nevertheless, only company A showed evidence of simultaneously
proactively developing long term joint sustainability development strategies with its major suppliers.
VII. Local suppliers/sourcing [12,31,42,43]. The promotion of local sourcing through the
development of local suppliers is widely considered to be instrumental in the sustainability and
competitiveness of supply chains, since it substantially improves product flows, particularly for
perishable food products. Companies A and B have formalized this approach in the focal company, while
companies C and D apply it in the focal company in an informal, non-encompassing manner, leaving
out some geographical centers and product ranges. Company A extends this approach in a formal and
cooperative fashion through its SC, while company B does it in an informal, non-cooperative manner.
VIII. Waste reduction program [12,31,42,43]. All of the companies, bar C, have developed specific
plans and objectives to reduce waste, understood in its most general sense (product deterioration,
obsolescence, idle time and any other value losses). They all apply the mechanism in the focal company
formally. Its ‘external characterization’, however, reveals that, while company A applies it in a formal
and cooperative way in its supply chain, company B resorts to an informal, non-cooperative approach.
It is worth highlighting that company A, besides applying supply chain sustainability
governance mechanisms also employed by other companies, has internally developed specific,
complementary mechanisms:
IX. Sustainability innovation committee. A platform for the ‘design of innovative sustainability
practices’, composed of 23 key SC suppliers. It could be considered a ‘Sustainability practices innovation
committee’, focused on improving the processes of the main SC suppliers, particularly those who
manufacture their own distributor brands. It constitutes a ‘sustainable innovation’ mechanism within
company A’s SC, aimed at: (a) improving process efficiency in both the focal company and its key
suppliers, (b) fostering strategic process innovation throughout the SC, and (c) prioritizing projects
promoting food safety.
X. Long term supplier development program. A program focusing on the long term development
of a stable supplier base, capable of guaranteeing the supply of a set of brands (generally, distributor
brands) with consistently high quality at a competitive cost. As an illustration, this program led
to the development of a specialized exclusive supplier that became the absolute market leader
in dermatological and personal care creams. This program encourages long term collaborative
relationships, transcending the periodic negotiation of sale terms. It operates within the framework of a
strategic plan aimed at the close integration in a ‘Sustainable Supply Chain’, SSC, of all the constituents
of the SC (such as the producers of the raw materials employed by their key suppliers, or the fish
markets). Company A is currently promoting projects aimed at full raw material to consumer SC
integration, particularly for the food product range. It leverages sustainability as a holistic strategic
approach that supports both cost reduction and process and product quality improvement, thus
substantially improving its market competitiveness.
It is apparent from this study that company A sticks out both with regard to the number of
supply chain sustainability governance mechanisms it applies (some of which are also used by other
companies, while others are not) and to their internal and external characteristics (i.e., how it applies
them). Its consequently increasingly integrated and efficient SSCM model might partly explain why
company A is outgrowing its competitors and improving its competitiveness. The results of this
analysis suggest that the application of the abovementioned supply chain sustainability governance
mechanisms within its SSCM model might be instrumental in its accomplishment of achievements such
as: (i) boasting the most efficient and less polluting transport model among European companies within
its sector, (ii) possessing the most energy-efficient, sustainable stores within Europe, and (iii) attaining
the highest customer loyalty for any Spanish chain within its sector. All of which contributes to
company A being the fastest growing and most profitable retail company in Spain, besides becoming
the absolute leader in the product lines it sells.
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5. Conclusions
Supply chain sustainability governance mechanisms are a critical ingredient for the creation
of SSCs. This study identified ten representatives of such mechanisms, whose degree of adoption
can be used to estimate the maturity level in a company for that key component of the SSC strategy.
Some of these mechanisms (I–VIII) derive from the literature review, while others (IX, X, that may be
sector-specific or even company-specific) stem from the study itself.
The analysis revealed marked differences in how each firm implements these mechanisms.
To enable the in-depth analysis of these differences, besides characterizing the mechanisms through
the traits discussed in the literature review, such as direct vs. indirect, their degree of adoption by
each company was also characterized through such attributes as formal vs. informal and collaborative
vs. non-collaborative. This analysis was carried out at two complementary scope levels or ‘views’:
internal and external. Most of these mechanisms are direct (eight out of ten); only two are deemed
indirect: sustainable SC certification and environmental certifications.
Only company A implements all ten mechanisms. Furthermore, not only does it implement
them within its own organization, where it has full decision-making power, it also formally extends
them to its tier–1 suppliers. It generally cooperates with its suppliers in the implementation of these
mechanisms within their SC, except for environmental certifications, which are deemed mandatory.
This could be linked to the SC continuous process improvement philosophy that has permeated
company A’s strategic view since its inception.
Company B has formally implemented in the focal company eight out of these ten mechanisms.
However, the external view analysis reveals that only four of them have been implemented by its
tier–1 suppliers. Sustainability reports and environmental certifications were formally embraced by
its major suppliers; however, local suppliers/sourcing and the waste reduction program were only
informally, patchily adopted. No collaborative practices have been identified between company B and
its suppliers in the implementation of these four mechanisms.
Six mechanisms have been implemented in the focal company D; all of them formally, except
for local suppliers/sourcing, which is largely decided by the individual malls. As for its SC, only
two of these supply chain sustainability governance mechanisms have been adopted: environmental
certifications, implemented in a formal manner, and the waste reduction program, in an informal
manner. No evidence of collaborative practices has been observed.
Company C has adopted the lowest number of mechanisms; only three. Two of them (sustainable
SC certification and environmental certifications) have been formally implemented in the focal company,
while local suppliers/sourcing have been informally adopted. Regarding the external analysis, its key
suppliers have only adopted environmental certifications, in a formal and non-cooperative manner.
This study indicates that, when analyzing the degree of adoption of supply chain sustainability
governance mechanisms, it does not suffice to simply state whether companies adopt, or not, each
mechanism. The distinction between the internal and external views, and the characterization of the
various adoption traits reveal substantial differences that would otherwise not be identified.
Regarding the potential relationship between the degree of adoption of relevant supply chain
sustainability governance mechanisms and the actual attainment of comprehensive SC sustainability
(economic, social, environmental), it is worth highlighting how company A stands out on both counts,
as discussed in the previous section.
In this respect, the findings of this study suggest that supply chain sustainability governance
mechanisms might be classified into two groups. A first type of mechanisms, that could be named
‘enablers’, would encompass those whose presence, at least to a certain degree, would be deemed
almost as a prerequisite for supply chains to achieve appropriate levels of sustainability. They might
include, out of the ten analyzed in this paper, the sustainability report, sustainable SC certification,
the sustainability committee, the supplier evaluation program, environmental certifications, local
suppliers/sourcing and waste reduction programs, as well as any other mechanisms that support
the sustainability of the SC, but whose adoption does not, due to its widespread adoption, lead to
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competitive advantages. They have all been observed, in different degrees, in the supply chains of
companies A, B and D.
A second, much rarer set of mechanisms could be referred to as ‘differentiators’. These mechanisms
have been developed by a small number of selected companies, and thus have the potential to bestow
a competitive advantage. An example found in this study would be the implementation in company A
of a ‘sustainability innovation committee’, encompassing executives both from the focal company and
from the reduced set of suppliers that excel most in sustainability within company A’s SC. This company
has likewise developed clear strategic SSCM plans that contemplate the long term development of its
suppliers; these differentiating ‘levers’ might confer sustainable strategic advantages.
These ‘differentiators’ are notably hard to develop (and to replicate), and are seldom found in SCs,
even in many self-proclaimed ‘Sustainable SCs’. The authors of this study suggest that those leading
companies that have successfully implemented a SSCM model aimed at the continuous improvement
of its sustainability, such as company A, might actually be developing ‘circular improvement models’
of their SSCs, akin to those applied in Total Quality Management In these models, supply chain
sustainability governance mechanisms might act both as catalysts of improvement and as supporters
of the improvements already attained.
It is worth highlighting that, since its inception, company A’s strategy has been built around the
concept of continuous improvement in all its processes. A quick review of its annual reports/letters to
shareholders for the last decade reveals PDCA Deming cycles featuring conspicuously. This might
suggest that broader cultural/strategic traits might also either facilitate or hinder the full exploitation
of some of these more advanced potential sources of value creation. Being aware of the potential for
self-reinforcing continuous improvement in sustainability beyond a certain threshold might, however,
enable and/or encourage even less PDCA-prone companies to tap this opportunity.
As discussed before, differentiation would not be achieved solely through the development of
these unique ‘differentiators’; this should be complemented by a comprehensive strategy of ‘deep
adoption’ of both enabling and differentiating mechanisms in terms of the various traits described,
such as internal and external adoption and cooperation.
While comparing these results and conclusions to those reported in recent publications, a relevant
aspect is the relationship between mechanism IX, the ‘Sustainability innovation committee’, and those
included among the ‘multi-stake holder initiatives’ by Koberg and Longoni [39]. This relevancy stems
from the key role played by this 9 th mechanism in these conclusions, having been identified as a ‘new’,
previously unreported mechanism, and also as a representative of the ‘differentiators’ category. In spite
of the apparent similarities, a more detailed analysis reveals that they are quite different concepts.
Koberg and Longoni identify in this category mechanisms based on a somewhat loose, arms-length
relationship with other organizations, academia and the government, involving a certain balance of
equality in decision-making. The mechanism termed here as a ‘sustainability innovation committee’ is
specific to a supply-chain and involves a clear dependency relationship, characterized by power and
information asymmetries. The study reported in this article could contribute to a better understanding
of a research area that Koberg and Longoni consider to be still lagging. Along similar lines, if we
consider the so-called Corporate Environmental Sustainability strategies in retailing, our study might
also partially fulfill Naido and Gaspavatos’ [58] stated need for additional research in this area.
Given the current interest in governance mechanisms applied in an SSCM context, other recent
studies also analyze this topic, although from complementary, rather than overlapping, perspectives.
Hann-Hoek et al. [63] focused on increasing the involvement of employees, suppliers and visibility
in the organization, all within a strict code of conduct. They conceive ‘visibility’ itself as a control
mechanism, since it can help to extend sustainability policies between employees and suppliers. In a
similar line of research, authors such as Brun et al. [64] have worked on research that delves into the
study of how a mechanism such as the ‘development of collaboration with suppliers’ can lead to
an increase in ‘transparency’ in the SSCM, through a case study involving a multinational fashion
company and a well-known NGO.
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However, to the best of our knowledge, no published research has combined existing theoretical
frameworks on the SC sustainability governance mechanisms into an applicable model and then
benchmarked it against the actual practices being implemented by the leading companies of an
industrial sector (either in Retail or in others), thus resulting into what could be considered as the key
contributions of the present article:
•

•
•

A practicable list of mechanisms, for which both their theoretical basis and supporting literature
and their degree of practical application has been established for a key retail sector. This model,
including the newly identified mechanisms and their proposed classification into enablers and
differentiators, could be used by companies to guide their self-evaluation and improvement plans
for SC sustainability governance mechanisms.
A detailed characterization of their implementation, particularly in terms of their internal and
external adoption, thus revealing the need for a comprehensive strategy of ‘deep adoption’.
Initial tentative analysis of the causal relationships between the level of adoption of these
mechanisms and the overall SC sustainability level achieved, with the corresponding competitive
advantage implications. Particularly relevant is the potential for self-reinforcing continuous
improvement in sustainability beyond a certain threshold.

Therefore, companies trying to attain competitive advantages through the sustainability of
their SCs should endeavor to both develop differentiating supply chain sustainability governance
mechanisms and to attain a consistent level of internal and external implementation of enabling and
differentiating mechanisms in order to create a self-sustaining improvement cycle that competitors
cannot easily emulate.
The study’s limitations include the fact that the current analysis is circumscribed to one country
(Spain) and one sector (Food Retail). Additionally, it encompasses only four companies, even though
they account for over 40% of Spain’s food retailing. Several promising future research avenues open up
to continue this research. An obvious one would be to extend the analysis to other countries and sectors.
Building specifically on one of the original contributions of this paper, namely the characterization of the
way governance mechanisms are implemented, the authors consider that further work on standardizing
approaches to measuring whether a given mechanism is actually effectively implemented in a Supply
Chain, and on its characterization, would be particularly useful. Directly related to this point, further
developing the mechanism framework presented in this paper, in order to facilitate its utilization
by companies in their own self-assessment and improvement roadmaps, could facilitate widespread
adoption, particularly of the most advanced mechanisms. One last area, particularly current, would be
an analysis of how recent COVID–19 disruptions have affected governance mechanisms, with a focus
on their contribution to resilience.
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